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What Will Your Prague Encounter Be?...strolling through a maze of winding cobbled lanes and

baroque houses (p11)...swigging luxuriously smooth Czech lager in a local beer hall (p15;

p152)...surrounding yourself with weird and wonderful Cubist interior design - a uniquely Czech

diversion (p24)...humming arias as you linger on Charles Bridge at dawn (p12)...joining the

unpretentious club scene, then feeding your hangover fried cheese and potato pancakes

(p154)...steadying yourself atop Prague's fairy-tale Castle, 96 sky-piercing meters up (p10)Discover

Twice the City in Half the Time......full-color pull-out map and detailed neighborhood maps for easy

navigation...our discerning author dishes up the best of the city's sights, restaurants, nightlife,

coffeehouses and more...themed walking tours uncover neighborhood secrets...locals share their

insights: meet a Czech design specialist, artists, an avid clubber and an award-winning brewer
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Sherman's Travel, April 2007'...Encounter guides...discreet in size, but generous enough on page

count to provide a fuller city experience minus the hefty guidebook load.'

Who We Are At Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travelers to connect with

the world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large.   What We Do * We offer

travelers the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely

Planet authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages. * We are relentless in finding the

special, the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are. * When we update our



guidebooks, we check every listing, in person, every time.  * We always offer the trusted filter for

those who are curious, open minded and independent. * We challenge our growing community of

travelers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world. * We tell it like it is without fear

or favor in service of the travelers; not clouded by any other motive.   What We Believe We believe

that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and therefore a better world.

This book is fantastic. If you love to travel but worry about the impact on the environment, culture,

and economics of where you are visiting, or if you are looking for unique vacation ideas that are

completely off any tourist track, this is the guide for you. It gives practical ideas and

recommendations on a host of travel experiences from rebuilding temples in Mongolia and Nepal to

observing lemurs for the National Parks in Madagascar. These aren't just ethereal ideas either-- the

author gives you the web site for each project, the best times to go, how to get there, the costs, etc.

And not all are about "volunteering

This book has one big problem, it makes me want to quit my job, jump on a plane, and travel to the

world until the end of my days. Seriously. It is chock full of inspirational travel opportunities. I have

done a lot of travel to third world countries and am always shocked and saddened by the depth of

poverty in the world. It's hard as an outsider to know how best to help. This book gives useful

resources and contacts in each featured country. It also spells out how each activity supports the

local communities. I love this book. Whenever life gets rough, I pull this book out and make plans for

my next big adventure! So beware, this book is addicting!

I was thrilled to find an entire book that focuses on green travel ideas. It's something I'm really

interested in, but it's just so hard to find the right resources.The book looks great. There are

beautiful, color pictures of each destination, and the layout is completely professional. You could

leave it out as a coffee talbe book.Sadly, many of the destinations are pretty mainstream. They

recommend the Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, and a road trip on Route 66 (how is driving for the

sake of driving eco-friendly?) in the US. Their only recommendation in Guatemala, a beautiful

country with lots of great places for responsible travel, is Antigua, a city backpackers refer to as

Grinotenango.The advice on each location is also lacking. They recommend going off the beaten

path when you go to Hawaii, but they don't tell give any specific recommendations about where to

go or avoid.Thanks for trying Lonely Planet, but I'm gonna keep looking for a resource that will help

me discover a more unique experience.



CODE GREEN: EXPERIENCES OF A LIFETIME outlines over eighty journeys which have positive

impacts on the environment, culture and economy of the destination. As such the concept and

presentation moves beyond the 'how I can enjoy' theme to 'how I can contribute through my

enjoyment': chapters document experiences which have minimal tourist impact on the destination

yet don't involve hardships on the traveler. From saving birds to visiting a living longhouse in

Borneo, a continent-wide organization allows for easy location of areas of special interest. Sidebars

of conservation information accompany color photos and personal accounts by travelers and guides

alike.Diane C. DonovanCalifornia Bookwatch

This is a great book that give a lot of unique and do-able travel ideas that would provide real life

changing experiences.It is separated by continent and gives about 10 suggestions each. Some of

the suggestions are mainstream but the book offers ways to make the trip more "green" or more

memorable. It gives alternative ways to room and board as well as alternative things to do when

you're there.The green concept is a little vague. They explain it in the beginning, but to them it

seems that the trips either help the local economy OR the local environment, and only occasionally

both. For example a road-trip on USA's Route 66 doesn't seem too environmentally friendly...

driving for days. But they suggest you take in the culture and stay at locally run hotels and really add

to the economy that now barely exists on the almost abandoned Route 66.Overall I think the book

touts cutural responsibility and expereinces that could really influence your life because of the

people more than environmental impact.There are some awesome ideas, one of my favorites is

bear watching in Transylvannia, and I would recommend this book as a good couch travel book or

to someone who is looking for real culture, to just a place to travel to.

I recently spent 4 days in Prague visitng a friend and decided to pick up this book right before I left. I

am so glad I did! While I did have my friend with me to help me navigate the sights, I definitely could

have done it all easily with this book. It is small and compact so it is easy to carry in a purse or

pocket, and it is full of information and color photos, which I think help you understand and get your

bearings when looking for something. It also includes a tear out map in the back of the book that

has the metro lines on it, which are very useful and my recommendation for getting around the city.

In addition to all of the information including the sights, places to eat, and where to go, it still gives

you a bit of historical and cultural information about the city as well.All of the places my friend took

me where in this book, including some of the best clubs to go to and the reviews were spot on. This



is the book to get if you plan on spending a few days in Prague, as it gives you all the best

information in one small package! A must have for anyone going to the city.
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